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DRESSING UP
It was enchanting to see the
children dressed as their book
characters yesterday. I spent some
time with Class 8 and was so
impressed to hear them articulate
so clearly who they were and, in
some cases, describe in detail the
plot of the story they came from.
The expressive language the
children were using was clear,
conversational and descriptive and
they responded very well to Miss
Wigmore’s open ended questions.

WORLD BOOK DAY
SWAP
Thank you so much for supporting
the Book Swap. I understand that,
for some children, the idea of giving
away their book was a challenge
but imagine that this was surpassed
with the joy and excitement of
taking home a new book to enjoy.
We have been left with a number of
excess books which we did not
expect. If you donated more than
one book and only chose one book
to take home, please do let us know
and we can arrange for you to come
and choose some further ones. Any
books that are not picked up by
parents will be incorporated into the
school’s collection for all to enjoy.
I would like to also extend my
thanks to Mrs Cohen, Mrs Murphy,
Ms Nafees, Mrs Battat-Smith , Ms
Kumar and Mrs Yu for their help
manning the stall.

READING STORIES
A number of our assistant teachers enjoyed
reading books to children in classes other than
their own during the day. Not only was hearing
stories enjoyable for the children, we are also
building the children’s confidence with less
familiar adults by facilitating this opportunity.

ACTIVITIES
The day was filled with book related activities,
including making book marks, designing book
covers, celebrating the story of the week and
making associated crafts. The children all had
the opportunity for speaking and listening when
showing off their costumes to their friends and
most importantly sharing the love of books and
the joy they bring.

PARENTS
EVENING

Appointments should have now be arranged and the teachers are
very much looking forward to meeting with parents next week.

